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ASB President
Levels Charges
Bob Pisano, ASB president,
informed Student Council last
night of an "unwillingness on
the part of some administrators
to discuss the operation of Spartan Shops, Inc. and its relationship to the College Union."
Pisano told council, "The problem of the relationship between
Spartan Shops and the Union is
one of an unwillingness on the
part of some members of the administrative staff, who possibly
have some taints of self interest,
to consistently refuse to intelligently, frankly and responsibly discuss the operation of Spartan
Shops, and especially its relationship to the Union."
The student president excluded
SJS President Robert D. Clark
from the list of unwilling administrators. Pisano explained that
Dr. Clark had been very helpful
In planning the Union program.

of irritation to student-faculty relations for many years.
POLICY SENSE
"Furthermore,"
Pisano said,
"with the advent of the union,
which will include a bookstore and
food service as integral parts, it
makes good administrative and
policy sense to include a discussion of Spartan Shops in the
consideration of the union organization.
stated,
In conclusion Pisan
"Students should not consent to
a Union organizational plan without a solution proposed to answer
Spartan Shop’s problems."
Council next heard council
chairman John Hendricks announce
that interviews for Spartacamp
director were to be held this afternoon beginning at 3:30 in the
College Union.
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SUMMIT MEETING A
top scholar, freshman
Jonathan Cranch, meets the top administrator,
Pres. Robert D. Clark, after yesterday’s Honors
Convocation. His parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
Harold C. Cranch from Glendale, met the

Pres. Clark Examines
Values at Convocation

EXPERIENCE
"As one who has served on the
Board of Directors of Spartan
Shops for four years," Pisano
stated, "I can speak up with some
knowledge and experience.
"I believe that the students are
concerned about a discussion of
Spartan Shops, not necessarily in
I challenge that it is undemocratic
By CAROL CARD
the context of demanding to effect
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark ex- I to give special attention to supea change, rather a feeling that amined the place of academic nor students because "aspirations
Spartan Shops has been a source honors in a setting of conflicting answered by education are indigeAmerican values at the fourth an- nous to our culture."
*
*
*
Previously, when the egalitarian
nual Honors Convocation in the
patio garden of the Home Eco- ideal was measured by the time
nomics Building yesterday morn- clock and adding machine, the
democratic premise was construed
ing.
"The achievement of excellence to mean "the same rate of progis sufficient reason for giving spe- ress through subject matter," accial attention to superior stu- cording to Pres. Clark.
dents," Dr. Clark told an audience
’HUMANITARIAN AIDS’
of 1,000 honor students, their parCurriculum was deleted and
Traihtim continued at last ents, faculty and students.
such "humanitarian aids" as extra
night’s final meeting of Student
Addressing 26 President’s ScholCouncil, before new officers take ars who maintained 4.0 GPA’s and counseling and remedial courses
office, as John Hendricks, ASB 310 Deans’ Scholars who achieved were instituted to assure all stupresident-elect, handed the gavel 3.5 or better averages, he offered dents achieving the "gentleman’s
of office to outgoing president Bob "praise for dedication, prediction C."
"The ablest students were left to
Pisano.
for continued success and exhortaover his last tion to live up to greatest poten- shift for themselves, to join the
PiS£1110 presided
campus crowd in search of dipCouncil session bringing to a cli- tial.
lomas," said Pres. Clark.
max four years of service to ASB
"My concern is with the superior
’EXERCISE TALENTS’
student government.
"The right of every man to de- student and the manner in which
Pete Briggs, graduate representative, unofficially announced his velop and exercise his talents is a our egalitarian spirit operates to
retirement from student govern- value to be prized no less than his disadvantage."
President Clark termed any furthat of the equality of man bement at SJS.
Briggs has been active in stu- fore God and the law," said the ther neglect of such worthwhile
individualism as "neither underdent government for over four college president.
Dr. Clark attacked the cynic’s standable nor excusable." He juxyears.

Pisano Presides
At Final Meeting
Of ’64-65 Council

taposed this forfeiture of success
with the hollow mockery of educational pursuits for the povertystricken, and racial and ethnic
minorities.
RENAISSANCE IDEAL
He acknowledged the liberalization of curriculum through electives as a major advance in higher
education. New honors courses
and tutorials will add to the Renaissance ideal of "complete and
perfect functioning of all potentials of human nature."
The president offered four practical reasons for further motivation toward academic excellence.
He named national welfare, increased enrollment standards, new
awareness in public schools and
inter-college competition.
"If we are to keep pace, we
must take radical action in behalf
of our able students. Let us use
rhetoric as a buttress and fulcrum
to sustain the values we cherish,"
he said.
Dr. Pete Zidnak, professor of
business, presented the top scholars
to the president and deans who
awarded the certificates.

’Organize or Die’

Two SEE Officers Resign
By DICK DAVIN
Charges and counter-charges filled the
air in a meeting of Students for Excellence
in Education (SEE) which ended last night
with the resignation of the treasurer and
secretary, as well as threats to "organize
or die."
More than 60 students filed into ED100
for what was scheduled to be a regular meeting to discuss the acceptance of a new constitution. So loud and violent was the discussion that even the preamble was severely contested.
After over an hour of arguments Unterspersed with political and personal ( namecalling), the constitution, with discussion on
only two points, was defeated.
Examples of the chaos include motions

to table discussion on the constitution; a
motion to table the motion to table discussion on the constitution; and a motion to
reopen discussion on the constitution, all of
which passed.
In the aftermath, Richard Brakefield,
treasurer, and Robert Young, secretary, resigned. Spokesmen for Tau Delta Phi, men’s
honorary fraternity, and the Democratic
Club threatened to withdraw support if SEE
does not organize and pursue the principles
It originally announced.
Brakefield is the second treasurer to resign in SEE’s six-week existence.
In a statement to the Spartan Daily,
Wakefield said, -In view of the fact that
there has been surreptitious handling of
SEE’s funds; and that the organization is
controlled by one particular group; I feel I

b, St...vt, Starr

president and Mrs. Clark at the reception in
the patio of the Home Economics building. The
ceremonies marked the first time that any
college president has addressed the top 336
scholars on campus on their day of recognition.

cannot fulfill my obligations to the general
assembly as treasurer and executive board
member."
Young concurred with Brakefield’s statement.
This charge brought a vehement denial
from Ira Meltzer, public relations officer for
SEE, who said a statement would be. released to the student body today during the
rally in support of a faculty pay raise on
Seventh Street.
"The general assembly (of SEE) has been
led along with a ring in its nose and mist
In its eyes," Wakefield said.
Phil Whitten, president of SEE, told the
Spartan Daily he feels attempts have been
made by "small extremist groups" to destroy
SEE by "lies, distortions and ommisslons."

Plan March
To Protest
Iran Arrests

Rallies Planned For
’State College Day’
ln all at
to dramatize. the eritival problems facing
Ii igher reiteration in California teola. the SJS chapter of
the American Federation of TeacherFT). along with
other faculty members, will wear academie regalia today.
An
spokesman said "at least 200" faculty members will wear academic regalia.
The AFT has designated today "State College Day"
and a series of demonstrations starting with picketing on
Seventh Street this morning will be climaNed by a rally
on steps of the state capitol in Sacramento this afternoon.
Assemblyman Alfred Alquist (D-San Jose) and
Assemblyman William Stanton (D.San Jose) will be joined
by other legislators in addressing the Sacramento rally.
At 11:15 this morning, after a mange through the campus, a rally will be held on the south end of the closed
portion of Seenth Street.
Dr. John Sperling, AFT pre-ident and :1--,oeiate professor of humanities; Dr. Roland I .re, profes-,it’ of English;

AFT

Dr. Gladys Gilmore, professor of
history; Dr. Richard Tansey, professor of art; and Phil Whitten,
president of Students for Excellence in Education (SEE) will
address the rally.
Dr. Sperling said he is "heartened" by the recent statements
recognizing "that a demonstration
is a legitimate means of expression.
"Petitioning the legislature in
Ibis way is likely to be more effective than any other action the
faculty could take at this time,"
Sperling indicated.
Dr. Sperling added that "these
opinions are, of course, in conflict
with the heads of the other campus
organizations."
FOUR GROUPS
Yesterday, four groups representing the faculty said they recognized the right of any group or
individual to demonstrate but they
were "not convinced" that a demonstration was an effective way
to gain support.
Last night Dr. Sperling and Dr.
John Galm, assistant professor of
English, spoke at a rally-dance
sponsored by SEE in support of
the demonstration today.
The GDI’s and the Showmen
performed at the dance.
Whitten urged all students to
turn out for the rally this morning.
An AFT spokesman expects the
rally will receive statewide press
coverage either on the SJS campus
or in Sacramento. CBS cameramen
are expected on campus, and NBC
and ABC will cover the rally in
Sacramento.
Both buses to the capitol have
filled, according to the AFT
spokesman.

Students from SJS and area
colleges will march today to San
Francisco. The Iranian Students
Association in the United States
(ISAUS) protest march will begin
at 4 p.m. at the intersection of
First and Santa Clara streets.
The march is in protest of the
arrest of six Iranian students, who
had returned from England, on
May 1. These students were
charged with opposition to the
Shah of Iran, possession of communist literature, subscription to ’
the Chinese brand of communism
and involvement in a recent assasattempt.
n
oitanisI
ISAUS has termed these charges
absurd.
Dr. E. R. llilgard, author and
Other groups of Iranian stu- professor of psychology will talk
dents and American sympathizers on "Hypnosis and Personality" towill join the marchers in a dem- night at 8 in the men’s gym.
onstration in front of the Iranian
The ASB Lecture Committee
Consulate in San Francisco at noon and Spartan Psychological Associtomorrow.
ation are sponsoring the lecture
Details of the march and subse- which is open to the public.
quent demonstration may be preFrom 1963-1964 Professor Hilsented at a noon rally on Seventh
gard was a consultant for the Ford
Street tomorrow.
Foundation International Affairs
Program. In 1964 he was a member of the Behavioral Sciences
Panel of the National Institutes of
Health Study Committee under
the President’s Office of Science
and Technology.
Dr. Hilgard was also with the
’The Spar t a n Foundation, a
group of local business men dedi- Division of Child Development and
cated to a top-rated intercollegiate Teacher Personnel of the Ameriathletic program, opens its annual can Council of Education at Chifund drive Saturday with the cago. From 1952-1956 he was a
member of the Pu blic Health
Alumni-varsity football game.
The game will be played at Service’s National Advisory MenSpartan Stadium at 8 p.m. Admis- tal Health Council. He then became a fellow of the Center for
sion cost will be $-E.
"The foundation raises around Ad yawed Study in the Behavioral
$15,000 annually, but this year we
would like to do a whole lot better," states Bob Bronzan, Spartan
Foundation secretary and SJS athletic director.

Demonstration
Schedule
This is the schedule of activities
for today’s faculty demonstration,
as announced by SJS local 1362
of the American Federation of
Teachers (AFT).
9 to 10:30 a.m. Picketing on
Seventh Street by students and
faculty members.
10:30-10:45 a.m. Faculty members meet at the Spardi statue in
the Art Building quadrangle. (In
academic regalia or not).
10:45-11:15 a.m. March from
the Art Bldg. to Seventh Street,
right on Seventh to San Fernando,
left on San Fernando to the Library, left at the Library and
around the Speech and Drama
Building, past the Spartan Bookstore to Seventh Street, right on
Seventh Street to the speakers’
platform at the south end of the
block.
11:15 a.m. to 12:30 p.m, Rally
with faculty speakers.
12:45- Buses leave for Sacra-

mento.

3Arrive Sacramento.
3:15-4 Demonstration on the
capitol steps.
4-5 Meet in student -facility
groups with members of the legislature.
5One bus returns to SJS.
5:30-6:30 Press conference at
the Senator Hotel.
6:30-8 Dinner with legislators
and AFT friends.
8:15 Bus returns to SJS.

onight on Personality

Varsity-Alumni
Clash in Football

Judicial Board
Applications for four AWS ju(tidal board positions are available
In the Activities Office, ADM264,
and are due in the College Union
Wednesday, May 19.
Interviews for the positions will
be held Thursday, May 20, at 4
p.m. in the College Union’s AWS
women’s lounge.

Friday Flicks
Feature O’Hara’s
’Terrace’ Novel

Wealth and position fail to brin
happiness but succeed in hurtin
the marriage of Paul Newman and
Joanne Woodward in Friday
Flicks’ film, "From the Terrace."
The film will be shown at 7 and
9:30 p.m. in TH55.
Others featured in the film are
Myrna Loy, Ina Hahn anti Leon

Ames,

Sciences. Professor Hilgard is currently an honorary fellow of the
British Psychological Association.
Dr. Hilgard earned his B.S. degree in Illinois in 1924 and his
Ph.D. in psychology at Yale in
1930. He received his honorary
doctor of science degree in Kenyon
in 1964.

Cossg rafts talion3
on the engagement of:
Airha Phi.
Steve Tilley, Senior,
,
S -.en, major.
Carol Wong. ,.aior. Spartan Chi,
E .
S major to John L.
Kappa Psi. University of New Mel.
ico graduate.
Carolyn Howe, Junior, Home Econorn,cssecondery education major to
David McWilliams Alpha Omega
Rho, graduate student in Account.
Jan Newcomer,

Sheila Clawson Junior, Kappa Kappa Gamma. Social Sciences major to
Odes Wesley., grad student in Business.
Penny Durfee, Senior, Alpha Phi,
Kslory major to Douglas Lowe, Sigma Chi, SJS Ird,,,,a1 Relations
graduate.
.-nry of our IIS
yours by tall. Bridal ConEttgayenvents will be announced
every Thursday, courtesy eft

CABANA
4290 El Camino
Palo Alto
Phone 327-0800

Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Only Way To Be Heard?

’Campus Voice’ Editor
Answers Criticism

It has long been regognized that -teaching I a profc-sion.- Citizens told about the "profession" are cited
farts and figures as to how teaching compares to law and
medicine.
But do ke (tier hear of lawyers pleading their case
by picketing? Do we es er hear of doctors proclaiming
the needs of medicine by carrying signs at rallies?
Now we are hearing of professors picketing. carrying
signs. marching and demonstrating. Do members of the

1wwwww.

"tearhing profession" behave like this?
Perhaps the day has come when the only way to be
heard is through demonstrations. But we would think
there are more "profes,ional" ways for professors to -tale
their

ease.

THE GUEST ROOM
By PHIL . WRITTEN
(Students for Excellence in Ethical’ )
Throughout the nation, and indeed, the world, students are
waking up from a generation-long period of quiescence. We are no
longer standing idly by, letting ourselves be told arbitrarily what is
"right" and being acted upon, but we are questioning and acting
upon our convictions. And no matter what an individual’s persuasion - be it far Left or far Right or just plain Middle-of-the-Road,
he is becoming educated to the relevant facts and he is acting
vigorously and vociferously, to change his society for the better.
For in our society, where the majority of adults have mistaken
ritual for values, conformity for security, and materialism for culture, we students resist such a legacy by demanding that freedom
and sensibility prevail in human values.
Six weeks ago, the student body at San Jose State awoke from
Its century -long sleep with a roar! We shook the apathy that had
for so lung characterized us; we looked around us and saw that we
were not getting the best education in the world" as we had so
often been told. Rather, in place of excellence we were being spoonfed a flabby, flaccid mediocrity ... a lethargic, complacent mediocrity that was actually getting worse!

1965-66 ASB Budget

iri -iiic id, s.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Student Council considered the following budget re
guests and made the designated allocations at a special budget session
Tuesday. These allocations and those made Wednesday. May 5, total
$172,034.35 of the expected $285,000 completed budget.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
MEN’S ATHLETICS: .
GENERAL
BASEBALL
BASKETBALL (va-sity)
(froth)
GOLF
GYMNASTICS
JUDO
PUBLICITY
SOCCER
SWIMMING
TENNIS
TRACK
(varsity-frosh)
WATER POLO
WRESTLING
CROSS COUNTRY
FOOTBALL (varsity)
(troth)

STUDENTS DEMAND EXCELLENCE
And six thousand students decided that it was excellence we
demand, not expediency. We educated ourselves to the crisis in
education, and found that what has probably been California’s most
important contribution to our democratic society, her unique system
of (ice public higher education. is very much in danger.
Today, following the lead of the students, SJS’s faculty will be
demonstrating their concern about California’s educational crisis.
It. is altogether fitting and proper that they do so, and, in fadt.
action was a long lime coming.
What we are making is not some outrageous demand, but a
logical one, a reasonable one, an intelligent one: we are asking for
full partnership in education, with the students, faculty, administration. and Legislature working together to really provide a first-rate
education.

Its
I t,VE BETTINI
The elri
ing. do something
bad and everybody will remember it, do something good and
who will take notice? can easily
be applied to a new phenomenon
on SJS’s catnpus - Toad Hall.
Maybe some students have
heard the name, thinking it an
ft. F. or wondering if such a
place really exists, but there
definitely is a Toad Hall. It is
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FREE GAS!

HURRY!
The teenage 00H00H contest
is almost over! Turn in your list of
the 2C47 teen idols featured in Show
Slate movies this sernester to J207.
Closest to actual list wins two flick
tickets. Wow, Gang!

FREE GAS!

[CLIP ’N’ SAVE
TWO NEW BEACON
STATIONS
1FREE GALLON GAS-1
with Purchase of 5 Gallons of Gas
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a men’s living center, but, most
important, it is an organization
consisting of the men in the independent house who have a
very definite goal in mind. They
are trying to spread and raise
the image of SJS. They arc concerned about the impression SJS
makes on the community and
the reputation it carries among
other colleges and universities.
POSITIVE APPROACH
Now don’t get the men at
Toad Hall wrong. They’re not
trying to ostracize themselves
from their college cohorts. They
indulge in an occasional beer
bust. It’s just that they cannot
see getting involved in irresponsible activities. Why not, they
think, try to do something different
like getting people to
like college students.
To accomplish this, Toad Hall
hits chosen the popular medium
of athletic contests, This is the
most effective method, the Hall
has found, to achieve their purposes. "Ballgames are good excuses for getting to meet other
people," explained Bob Serrano
of Toad Hall. "Usually nobody
will object to a ballgame although the suggestion may
startle them. When the Hall
first wanted to have a ballgame
with the San Jose Police Department, they thought we were
pulling their leg. They now realize, as others are beginning to,
that Toad Hall is not merely a
gimmick or stunt. It is a group
of young men seriously dedicated
to improving relations between
the community anti other colleges.
EASTER FUN
"Our most gratifying experience," continued Serrano, "happened to us during Easter vacation. Our Hall went down to
New Orleans to play baseball
with the all -Negro Xavier University. Here again, we used an
athletic event to bring our two
races closer together. We feel
this is important. We did not
(P -id Ads,

Flowers
and
Corsages
for all
Occssions

Son Jose &

$ 12,000.00*
107,452.85
20,212.10
3,500.00
18,000.00
300.00
2,183.00
1,500.00
928.00
500.00
2,389.00
2,000.00
2,000.00
21,000.00
3,000.00
2,800.00
1,427.75
24,390.00
300.00

I I 1,328.87

Editor:
It is apparent from Mr. Rose’s
letter of May 10 that he has not
read more than the back cover
of "campus voice." He has paid
so little attention to the inside
that he mistakenly suggests the
scholarly articles on Max Rafferty, teaching as a profession,
etc., to be the work of editors
with confused thought processes.
The contributions stand on their
merits and it is hoped any future
broadsides will at least be cognizant of the fact that editors of
the "Voice" do not publish under
faculty pseudonyms.
Regarding the back cover of
the Voice, if Mr. Rose has not
yet burned his copy I would like
to recommend a calm reappraisal. While it is easy to jump
to conclusions, I believe the interpretation of the campus minister who gave me the material
must have been more subtle and
profound than "vulgarity and
blasphemy." A perusal of the
Good Book should convince all
but the most prejudiced that
Jesus was critical of the society
of his times and an activist reformer. Prophets have always
gotten a bad press, and, if He
were alive today, I cannot help
thinking He would be repudiated
by the power structure and maligned in Thrust and Parry as a
self-styled, so-called enlightened
visionary.
RIchanl A. Epstein ill 16892)
Editor, Campus Voles.

Six Professors Back
AFT in Letter
Editor:
In your editorial Wednesday,
you suggest that the AFT’ should
use conventional lobbying methods rather than sponsor a public
demonstration.
The AFT has not made a
hasty decision. We have planned
this demonstration for two
months and have proceeded only
after getting an overwhelming
response from our membership

Toad Hall Men Raise School Image
In Community, On Other Campuses

REQUESTS FREE TUITION
What am 1 asking? I ask for free tuition for all students, unlimited enrollment for qualified students, a reduced student -teacher
ratio, a significant faculty pay raise, a reduction in teaching load,
an adequate sabbatical program, and full participation of students
and faculty in determining educational policy.
Here at San Jose State we are indeed fortunate in having an
enlightened, courageous, forward -looking president, Dr. Robert
Clark. Ile is a man with whom we can work! Let us join forces students, teachers, and WilniniSi rat(WS; let us join and work together, respimsildy and with intelligent foresight for a truly excellent (’1111(1 Ii
11.111.

396 SOUTH FIRST
2s2.677?
-DIE, DIE, MY DARLING"
"CODE 5, VICTIM 7"
Studcnt Rote

$ 16,658.00

’A portion of the Music Department’s first budget was money to send
the SJS Marchi.tg Band to Oregon. This was a clerical error; there is no
footba’lgame with uh,r UniveHty of Oregon ths year.

SEVERAL SOLUTIONS PROPOSED
What are proposed solutions? Governor Brown has CUT the
expenditure per student in higher education. California already
ranks 42nd among the 50 states in per student expenditure; he has
CUT the almost non-existent sabbatical programs; he has CUT by
50 per cent the already pitiful library expenditure; he has asked for
token pay raises. The Chancellor’s solution has been to CUT enrollments more than 20,000 qualified students will he turned away
next semesteri; and the Chancellor is regarded as "inept" by the
Legislature. Many Legislators’ "solution" is tuition: let the students
Pay, Pay, pay!
Are these solutions? I submit they are not; they are plans
(ridiculously poor at best) to avoid and side-step the issues.
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l0th & Santa Clare

picket any post offices or stage
sit-ins. We simply played a ball
game. The results were tremendous. We were received with an
ecstatic reaction. We were able
to show some Negro students a
way of life different from the
one they have always been accustomed to," Serrano said.
In fact, the game with Xavier
University was such a success
Toad Hall plans to play them
again next fall and also wants
some Xavier students to come
to SJS.
AMATEUR LEAGUES
The Hall also wants to start
intercollegiate amateur football
and softball leagues. They have
already played football with the
University of Santa Clara and
hope to add other colleges to the
program.
Other activities the men of
Toad Hall have planned are literally endless. Besides the many
sports events they will participate in, they plan to have a
series of seminars between members of the faculty and Hall.
Both sides will discuss new developments in areas such as social problems, history and literature.
The projects started by Toad
Hall have just begun to get off
the ground, but they have made
a considerable impact on people
so far. "People are beginning to
take notice of Toad Hall," said
Serrano. "They no longer regard
us as a group with empty words
but know that we not onlx talk
about things. We do things."

0’ Moving?
Local or Long Distance. Pro.
fessional handling of your
delicate china, glassware and
furniture. Sanitised vans and
pads.

Call

Red Line Carriers
29 8-

r.

"Spartan
Spectrum"

for

I 088

free estimate

A vat United Van Lines
AWNING WITH CARE
I At ItYWIII

We are required by national union policy to submit such a decision to the full membership.
We have tried for a full year to
inform the Legislature of the
critical situation. All faculty organizations as well as the trustees have been ignored.
The serious deterioration in
the State Colleges is a public
matter. We feel we are neglecting our professional responsibility if we do not bring the
crisis to public attention. Citizens have the right to publicly
petition their legislatures. If
some interpret our concern as
frivolity, it is a judgment of
their attitude, not our action.
We take this step, which is
not easy for most of us, only because there is a chance that the
State Colleges can be saved from
the decline imposed by current
budget proposals.
Roland F. Lee, English
John A. tialm. English
Leon Lee, Industrial Relations
(six facility sighed this letter)

’Tower List Combats
Education Excellence’
Editor:
The "Tower List" is an example of what the students at
SJS are doing to combat excellence in education. Is it necessary or meaningful to undermine the character of an instructor by unjustly maligning
his reputation as an educator?
In the case of Dr. Robert Collins of the English Department,
his student critics have confused a matur e, objective,
thoughtful and intellectual approach to teaching, with aloofness, condescension and sarcasm.
If Dr. Collins has been so unjustly misrepresented, other professors have been, too.
Students are not in a position
to judge objectively the value
and total impact of their instructors, or they would not be
students. The "Tower List" has
no place at SJS.
Paula McCarthy, Junioi
English Major A-899

Professor Sends
Un-Thank You Note
Folitor:
Un-thank you for printing my
letter announcing my intention
to address the Academic Council,
a day after the Council met. I
was the faculty "audience" at
that meeting. However, my request to speak never came up on
the agenda. Maybe they, like
Thrust & Parry, simply have a
longer time lag than I in my
impatience expected. So I shall
be at the next Council meeting
just in case. Interested colleagues are so informed.
Albert Porter, Ph.D,
Associate Professor of Business

SEE Obstructors
Asked to Calm Down
Editor:
to tell
Al Mason is it
us that the majority of students

on campus are being alienated
by the policies of SEE, when.
in fact, it is his own reactionary
clique which is alienated from
the general current of thought.
Many more students belong to
SEE than are able to attend its
meetings or be active in the
organizations. Many students
have contributed both money
and labor toward advancing the
goals of SEE. The only time that
these less vocal but more active
members have expressed dissatisfaction with the progress
of SEE has been when such
progress has been obstructed by
the disgruntled right-wing minority, In true historical character, this reactionary faction has
resorted to any number of impertinent points of order and
general delaying tactics at SEE
meetings. Only a few of their
group are willing to take defeat
gracefully.
The right of minority factions

V iv id
f ul
comes t
teriza t it

classic.

The
will stt
three-e
French

to be vocal and to play conscience for the majority cannot

be denied. But do they have the
right to claim falsely to be a
majority? May they obstruct or
destruct the work of a constructive majority?
Peer Vinther
A 1952
Charles Hayes
A 6707
Angela Kiichli
B 19663

Intercultural Group
’Not Representative’
I find that the ASB Intercultural Steering Committee is
not representative of foreign student interests. Although it controls International Week and
foreign student orientation, it is
entirely composed of American
students.
As a result, these programs
cater to Americans rather than
foreign students. A good example
is the International Queen contest during the recent International Week. Of the seven finalists competing in the contest,
none were foreign students. Five
were supported by sororities and
one by a fraternity. Only one
was supported by the International Student Organization.
This is only one example of
the way in which International
Week, which wits originally intended to be a means by which
foreign students could express
life in their respective cultures,
-has become a continuation of the
pattern of American dominance
with which foreign students are
too often familiar. Cultural expression has been edited to the
degree that it is no longer meaningful.
Instead of American interpretation of other cultures, foreign
students should be allowed to
express their life in the manner
they choose. Only by allowing
this freedom can we obtain the
benefits of international understanding.
Kenneth Newald
A 10198

World

Wire

CUBA CI.A1Ms U.S. HAS BEEN SPI
HAVANA 1UPD - Communist Cuba Wednesday announced
discovery of another alleged U.S. "spy ring," this one in the interior
of the island. The government said 31 persons were arrested, two
of them women.
The announcement coincided with postponement until Friday
of the start of the trial at grim Cabana Fortress of 53 Baptists, two
of them American, accused of being American espionage agents.
The latest "spy ring" unearthed, the four reported since April
18, operated in Camaguey, in central Cuba, the government said.
The names of only 16 of the 31 persons were made public. They
included the women, Ines Napoles Hernandez and Irma E. Castillo
Rodriguez.
The "spies" were alleged to have used the U.S. Naval base at
Guatanamo to get intelligence information to Washington.
MARCH ENDS 10-DAY FESTIVAL
thousand blood-drenched flagellants
KARACHI (UPI t Ten
of the Shia Moslem sect marched through the streets of Karachi
Wednesday to mark the slaying of the Caliph Imam Hussain in the
Iraqi desert 13 centuries ago.
The march ended a 10-day Moslem festival which celebrates
the beginning of Muharram, the first month of the Moslem calendar.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
in SAN JOSE
Here’s that summer job you have been looking for
right here in San Jose. These are full time summer jobs
at Alum Rock Park. Easter through Labor Day. LIFE
GUARDS start at $2.19 per hour. Requires age 21,
county residence and possession of or eligible for Red
Cross or YMCA Senior Life Saving Certificate.
Groundsmen start at $2.19 per hour. Must be age 21,
citizen, county resident and have a California driver’s
license. Interested?

Apply
CIVIL SERVICE DEPT.
ROOM 211, CITY HAIL
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S.F. Mime Troupe To Present
Production of Moliere’s ’Tartuffe’
Vivid and vital, Flohere’s colorful world of 17th Century France
comes to life in the gusty characterizations he fashioned in his
classic, "Tart ufle."
The San Francisco Mime Troupe
will stage an improvisation of the
three-century old work of the
.1r
Tilt
Ft, ncli

on Seventh Street
The contemporary purl ca al ot
the playwright’s classic will utilize
the length of the street, from San
Carlos to San Fernando streets,
for the outdoors production.
"Religious hypocilres are ever
present." production director R. G.
j: 1,111f: ortit

"Most important Tartuffe deals
with the victims themselves who,
through impotence anti moral defection, allow victimizers and
sadists to rule their lives and
destinies," the troupe leader feels.
The Mime Troupe draws from
singing, dancing, miming, and
salty dialogue in portraying its
production characters, and recreating the early migrant actors, who
traveled the countryside performing in the streets, parks, and
irtrket places.
Sponsoring the outdoor proclucii is the Spartan Programs
,mtnittee and the SJS Humaniclub.
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Concert Symphony Orchestra
Scores p..11E:ns :1 a II Ire
Charles Ives’ "General Booth
Enters into Heaven." "Available Forms I" by Earle Brown,
and George Perle’s "Three
Movement; kr Orchestra "
Dr. Gibson Walters. newly ap-

:..41ophoity
soli Jo.,
chestia will appear in concert
in conjunction with the Music
Department’s presentation of the
20th Century Music Festival tomtirrow night at 8;15 in Concert
Hall.

pointed Mosir I tepartment chairman, will direct the performance.
Dr. Edwin Dunning, professor
of music, will be the featured
bass soloist in "General Booth
Enters into Heaven."

IMPROVIZATION
The performance is open to students, faculty and the public.
There will be no admission charge
ret tickets to the performance are
lIt needed.
The production Is concerned with
improvisation, and the play serves
a base from which original and
impromptu ideas branch.
The eight -actor Troupe brings
its own staging facilities plus a
rainbow of colorful costume production and fashions.
The troupe works in a form
called Commedia dell’arte, an exciting and demanding acting form
that relies an the comic imagination, verbal and physical agility
from its actors.

DORINE, the curvaceous servant, played by Marlene Silvers,
and II Dettere, the pompous pedent played by Joseph Lemute,
Jr., will be seen in the San Francisco Mime Troupe’s production
of Moliere’s "Tartuffe" here Tuesday on Seventh Street. The
play is adapted from the original by Richard Sassoon.

Drama Major Christopher Curtis
In Traditional Folk Tale Production
By MICHAEL MeGARBITV
"Dark of the Moon," now in
production at the Palo Alto
Community Theater, is adapted
from the traditional folktale of
Barbara Allen and is filled with
the luster of demonic mysticism,
fervid christianity, and rustic
characterization.
The setting is in the Great
Smoky Mountains and the plot
concerns John, the witch boy,
who is caught in the dichotomy

of los. mg Barbara Allen and
yearning for the freedom of the
moon and the mountain: symbols
of his life as a witch. John and
Barbara are caught up in a series of events which sparkle with
undertones of morality, religion,
and paganism. The play is an
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THE BRAVEST MAN I EVER MET
by Rev. Martin Luther King
THE AMERICAN THE RUSSIANS
APPLAUD
HOW TO ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT
AND GET IT
CAMP IN COMFORT THIS SUMMER
PAGEANT reflects the world about us.
Each month it brings you timely articles and picture stories some informative, some controversial, some
humorous. The June issue sparkles with
more than 30 stimulating features.
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CHRISTOPHER CURTIS
. witch boy
involved framework and no attempt will be made to provide
a synopsis. The main point of
interest is Christopher Curtis,
who portrays John.
Curtis is a young actor who,
until recently, demonstrated potential as a serious performer.
In "Dark of the Moon" Curtis

S.J.S.

S.J.S.

DIAL 15

KX-RX
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"Spartan Spectrum"
The Show
about
S.,J.S. Students
by
S.J.S. Students
7:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday

FAMOUS WORK
Tartuffe is one of the most
famous of Moliere’s works and
this improvisation presentation
should be a very interesting and
exciting production, Dr. Hal Todd,
chairman of the Drama department, commented.
"Tartuffe" caused a major
scandal in the French Court in
1664, when a ncbleman joined other
court gentlemen in a move to ban
the classic.
"Tartuffe" he contended was not
only a patently sacrilegious play,
mocking religion and other sacred
objects, but it mocked gentlemen
themselves and therefore was
highly offensive.
has realized that potential. As
John the witch boy Curtis has
brought to the part a striking
and intense interpretation.
Curti s’ characterization of
John explodes with the contrasts
of zealous youthfulness and conBroiled- subtlety.. Curtis ears .be
engaging, demanding, boyis h,
ageless, and exciting. He has
learned the art of movement and
conveys the emotions of John
through his posture and his pace.
Where once he would make an
entrance, Curtis now creates an
entrance; and John springs out
at the audience with a commanding stage presence that
captures and arrests the action
for a fraction of a second.
Curtis uses his voice to move in
and out of John’s quickly fluctuating moods. Once we see a
naive boy: then a powerful man
and finally comes the psychological search for an essence.
As Barbara dies and John is
changed back into a witch, he
stands on a rock and feels the
moonlizht bathing his face. He
pauses and turns his head upward to the moon. Then he
turns and looks down at the still
body of Barbara Allen. His face
questions her, and then he leaps
over her body and runs to the
witches. Exit and Kudos for
Curtis.
"Dark of the Moon" runs May
6, 7, 8, 13, 14 and 15.

(One of the remaining)

Jump Rope
Rhyme
Little Miss Pinky
Dressed in blue,
Died last night
At half past two.
As she died
She told me this:
Darn that rope
That made me miss.

Daily Corrects
By Line Omission
Yesterday’s Fine Arts page of
the Spartan Daily carried a review of the Reader’s Theater
presentation of Edgar Lee Master’s "Spoon River." The review
was written by Dale Mackay, advertising major and non -Daily
staffer.

DIRECTING the San Jose State Symphony
Orchestra in concert tomorrow night will be
Dr. Gibson Walters, professcr of music. The
performance, scheduled for 8:15 in Conceit

Hall, is held in conjunction with the Music Department’s presentation of the Festival of 20th
Century Music.
-
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Since 1925

MILTON BABBITT, professor of music at Princeton University
v.41 be featured in the SJS Festival of 20th Century Music to
be held Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Babbitt is known for his
innovation of electronic music.
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ACCOUNTS INVITED!
ACCOUNTS OPENED IN 3 MINUTES!
A Complete Line of Nationally Advertised Products
Engagement Rings
Wedding Rings
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
1.0. Bracelets
Clocks

Dinnerware
Silverware
Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Tape Recorders

Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers
Phonographs
Hi Fr Sets
Radios
Electrical Appliances

NO MONEY DOWN

A

o,i5.7>1.4L/ce,t
v

lRIvlor.J

FREE -FLEX
$21"

YEAR TO PAY

Exclusive Freeman pi ccess gives you f’nger+ip flexibility ...
maximum comfort from iko 4;:s1 try on. Come in today .
let us show you how flexib’e a sHe can be. Choose from black
or brown.

65 So. First St.

We validate all downtown lot tickets
CY 2.4910Open ’Ill 9 Mon., Thurs. & Fri. Niles
CH 8-3040Open Mon. thru Fri. ’til 9:30 p.n..

Sunnyvale

209 So. Taaffe St.

RE 9.0 "I Open ’III 9

Thurs. & F,i. noes

/

=OM

Valley Fair Shopping Center

330 So. 10th St.

APOLOGIES

Milton Babbitt, professor of
Music at Princeton University,
will be featured guest lecturer
and performer in the Music Department Festival of 20th Century Music.
Babbitt is known for his innovation of electronic music;
process whereby musical scuts I.
are produced synthetically
through electronics.
Dr. Milton Coker, associate
professor of music and director
of the festival, has termed Babbitt’s music as "absolutely
unique. It must be heard to be
understood."
The three-day event is open to
the public free of charge.

Downtown

STORE

(Paid Adverli:emen.)

rr.,"’-77JRZLBM53MUBLZIK.7

20th Century Music Festival Scheduled

We will be open until
9 p.m. tonight

BOOK

tit her o,.,:ou/s,
performents will be
ing iii torn orro,.% ’s
the Symphonic Band, Vernon
Read directing, at 12:30 p.m. in
Concert Hall and Milton Babbitt, Princeton University professor of mu -Or. lecture and rt.--monstration, 2:30 p.m., Concert
Hall.
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FREE PALERMO BACH OF STORE
Charge Accounts Inv,feci

The WARDROBE 30 DAY PLAN or (Upon Request)
30 60 90 Day Plan No Service Charge.
Also BANKAMERICARD and 1st NATIONAL PLANS.
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need a vite? See
CYCLING
IS

SUMMER

BUSINESS

OUR

6$ years of service to Santa C’ere Valley. See us for quality and safety
Gun-...ntnnd products-we service what we sell.
At
Peugeot $69.95 and $79.95. A sharp
10 speed derailer bike with 27"
wheels and 21", 23", 24" and 251/2"
frames. Featuring Mafac center-pull
brakes with durel hubs and handle
bar stem. New Simplex Prestige De.

REEDis

I Ills H HA’S SP 41/1. \ ,Si’!’( / II.
25c ea.
STRETCH CORD STRAPS (reg. 39c ea.)

Norman() 10-speed derailer
bike with 26x13/a" tires, 21"
frame.

the makers of Merced*
Bans automobiles) 3 -speed lightn d
weight bicycles; Men’s
set up adjusted end
Ladies’ ,
guaranteed
Steyr

$39.95 and up

Special $49.95

DESIMONE’S

SINCE j

"FAMOUS FOR FINE FLOWERS"

SAN
JOSE ,

).titi

CYpress 2.8312

THE FINEST ALWAYS - AND YOU PAY NO MORE

VAUGHN’S
125 So. 4th St.
292-7611

SALE

$79.50
85.00
89.50

$39.33
42.33
44.33

owe

sport: tennis,

leyball

Paul’s

surfing,

Reed’s
Roos Atkins

or squash.

S. J. Foreign Car
St. Claire Travel

AzenSIGI

lag.
RA)

Vaughn’s

,
4.40111441611

more

All types of rods, reels,
tackle, boots, nets

Away Today"

REED’S/3151 Alum Rock/258-5305

CALM/1E1S TRADE CENTER

Sales ilo: rs: Mon. thru Fri. 9:30-9, Sat. 9:30-6
First Naticnal Charge
Bankamericerd

ii

baseball, boating, skin
diving, basketball, vol-

Harvey Calams in the automobile business for
o,,er 30 years in Santa Clara County

.98
.73

,
,..

whatever be your

"With Credit OK, You May Drive

SOX
2.00
1.50

if you
than its trade value

present car even

Falstaff
Navlet’s

needs are at Reed’s,

PRICES START AT $1699 EQUIPPED,
$39.33 PER MO. WITH AVERAGE TRADE
Trade your

Downtown Bowl

All your sporting

If every person who has purchased an imported car in the
past four years had taken a 5 mile ride in a Cortina or
Anglia 1200 sedan, this country would be overrun with
English Fords.

Retail

Desimone’s

pack bags is now in stock at Reed’s. See also the
sleeping bags, including the mummy type.

So buy Cortina 1500 - Cortina GT
& Cortina Station Wagon

Sharkskins ... Gabardines ... Dacron -wools ...
Dacron -cottons ... Blends ... Etc.

$22.63
29.33
31.33
34.88
37.33

BUY
CORTINA

E., tt- 4th place car
Sebr;r q.
rlt

- FROM SUITS TO SOX -

Calame’s

A wide selection of all types of pack frames and

Over 500,000 Others Did in 1964

SEMESTER
CLEAN -GP SALE
LESS THAN
1 2 PRICE

$45.50
59.50
62.50
69.50
75.00

Al’s Sporting

BACK -PACKING

Established 1896

SALE

With These
Advertisers

4,1
m

has a complete line of all types of camping and
fishing supplies. Wherever you’re planning to go
this summer, start out with a stop at Reed’s.

72 SO. 2nd ST.

Ret, I

,4

.
CAA AO,F...e.FP
/-/EA 0 Q UA l’ TER S 1

CYCLE AND TOY SHOP

2nd and San Fernando

SUITS

4

railer.

NCVITLD

Worsteds

S P OOR T DI NISG

Next to Woolworth’s Garden Center
4855 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Opc n (yrs. ’Jil IC p.m. all clay

Sat.

241-2095
Sun. I I to 5

$100,000.00 I NVENTORY SACRIFICED
FISHING TACKLE

ATHLETIC GOODS

CAMPING

GOLF

SPORni !NG

TENNIS

GOODS

GUNS

AL’S SPORTING GOODS
79 E. Santa Clara St.

San Jose

EVERY ITEM OF FAMOUS BRAND SPORTING GOODS IN THE STORE IS MARKED
DOWN FOR THIS GREAT SALE

I

Over 250 Tennis Rackets

SPORTCRAFT DELUXE
BADMINTON SET
4 player, steel shaft
rackets. Reg. $14.95

to Choose From
SPORTCRAFT "BLACK DOT"
Laminated frame
Full shoulder overlay
Reg. $7.50

$4"

SPORTCRAFT "CHALLENGER"
7 pc, head, reinforced
throat, leather grip.
$ 6 88
Req. $10.95
WILSON "JACK KRAMER’’
VALIANT
$766
Reg. $11.95
WILSON "JACK KRAMER"
PERSONAL
Reg. $16.95

$10"
$139

MISC.
SPORTCRAFT
TABLE TENNIS BALLS
SPECIAL
Doz.

89

SPORTCRAFT TOURNAMENT
DART BOARD
$149
With 6 Darts, Reg. $5.50

..)

"HOLLYWOOD SURFER"
SKATE BOARD
Laminated hardwood
$788
Genuine Chicago Truck,
Reg. $12.95
SWIM FINS
Reg. $5.95

Advt. for Falstaff Ilieuitig Cusp. of San Rue, Calif., dedicated

,,f
11

to those who hare experienced the thrill of free hill arid great beer.
.!! to, -.I , .1

’,

pt,

fh,,

90014

During This Sale
All Sales Final
No Exchanges
No Refunds

OPPORTUNITY TO SAVE.

COMPLETE PEN PEARSON
ARCHERY SET
Reg. $12.95
$688

TENNIS

WILSON
TENNIS BALLS
SPECIAL - CAN OF 3

DON’T MISS THIS

$277

MALIBU
SURF BOARDS
Reg. $49.95
22 LONG RIFLE
AMMO
Carton of SOO rcund,

$888
$34"
$599

GOLF
TRUFLITE STARTER SET
5 irons, 2 woods, leather
grips, sand blasted
face. Men’s or Ladies’
Reg. $45.95

$2888

UTILITY CLUBS
Sand wedge, dual wedge.
p:tching wedge. chipper $588
Req. $12.95
Liquid center, weanteed cut proof. Reg. $2.25

$1 59

Pack. Your Choice

Our Entire Stock of
Baseball Gloves
and Mitts
All At
Tremendous
Discounts
500 Fishing Rods
200 Sleeping Bags
Reels - Lines - Lures
All on Sale

SCOOP.N-R AKE
BALL RETRIEVER
Extends to 12 ff.
Reg. S7.50

It is not possible to list I
the thousands of items
that are all marked to ,
sell. Listed are but a few
I of the fantastic values.
Some items are in limited
supply.

"LANCER"
Reg. 524.50

$4"

SPORTCRAFT HEAD COVERS
Heavy soft vinyl
Reg. $1.20

77

A JAY "CADDY CRUISER"
GOLF CARTS
Arn, ca’, Finest Carts
"PAGE"
Reg. S17.95

"CAVALIER"
Reg. $29.95

$1098
$14"
$18"

WILSON "SAM SNEAD"
GOLF BALLS
Doe.$788
Reg. S13.75

AL’S SPORTING GOODS
79 E. SANTA CLARA ST., SAN JOSE

Above Are
But A Few
Of The Great
Values Offered

Thiirnv T,v 1" 116N
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Expert repairing for
All Makes and
rr
Models

For

RESERVATIONS

WHERE

All Foreign and Sport Cars

(rtf3

ST. CLAIRE TPAVE1. ,t.:;:Ncy
74 W. Sdn Carlos Sir

’t

180 S. Market St.
Across From Pork
286-1100

r

ke))

219 Ion & Country Village
241-2100

CAMPUS FLASH

r i I. sAVOIA
dming his days with thii
;al. of San Jose team made him realize that "low
iii"
St ate baseball" finished his font’- ball isn’t my sisal."
Ile recovered in time to pitch
ear career here last week.
; That would be Bill Ardis. curve- .1 for the frosh baseball contingent
hailing right-hander on the Spar- where he had a sparkling 5-0 re,
ord and a 1.20 earned run averag...
tan baseball squad.
Just ass he was unbeaten that
Ardis complied a 4-6 record
gh
year, he 55 as not to record anssith the team this year alit
other victory until this season.
missing most of the last tno
Pitching strictly relief ball, he
%% eel.. if action with another in
was 0-1 in his soph season and 0-T
tIt.’ long series of 1111149414eS that
last year.
has plagued his sports career.
Ardis credits an unexplairwo
It was injuries that forced Ardis
ta discontinue his football days switchover for his improvemel
a ith the SJS frosh team three
Fr, ’tit the first of the year,
years ago and also his junior y.,
eserv Hang I threw went low ...
of high school baseball.
ght about or
it is nothing I ti
Ardis has been likened to Si,,
I
am major rhange I made, i’sirs Miller, former San Francisco Giant
thing just remained ton,- lo
hurler, for his lack of speed in
piained, as happy as 111. 11:1s lopitching.
wildered.
As Miller, the senior Physical
As always, he used three difEducation major compensated
ferent deliveries several different
I for this deficit by developing a
breaking piteh and a de- motions and a change of speeds to
I overcome his lack of a good fasteeptive motion.
Ills earned run average of 2.47 ball.
In his early days in Oakdale,
tIris year shows his success with
his slow-ball tactics, Just as it Ardis never played organized baseshows the injustice of his 4-6 rec- ball until he was in high school,
simply because the town was so
ord.
Typical of the season, his best small they couldn’t get enough interested boys to form a little
game was in a losing cause.
league or Babe Ruth league then.
He held a strong California
tarn to four hits, only to lose
He never tried pitching until
his junior year, W111.11, after hurl! II as the Spartan hitters were
ing SIX of his team’s first SrVell
imable to produce.
The 21 - year - old senior also games, he broke his arm.
Ardis considered himself a fast
; ,,hed a five -hitter in shutting .
a San Francisco State 6-0.
ball pitcher up until this point.
Although he couldn’t pitch, he
Ardis originally came to San ;
State as a quarterback on a spent that summer playing the
tall scholarship.
outfield in American Legion ball,
throwing with his left hand.
At Oakdale High, Ardis had
III:141Y all -league 110110r4 as both
Upon graduation, Ardis plans to
and baseball player.
enter the high school coaching
ranks.
a broken leg or

SJS Tennis Team Wins
In Santa Barbara Play

knees are out

& WALK SHORTS

11131 i-I.
Igalnsi
the
fea 111,41
IS) JIM TOOLE
try’s
Jose State’s tennis team UM’, which breeds its
the singles, doubles, and Davis t’up
Flashy Barry Fauquier handed
championship at the West
;
Athletic Conference IWCAL1 Murio a 6-4, 6-2 defeat, but
I" tirnitinent held at Santa Barbara Kop and Louie came back to put
the Spartans ahead to stay.
SI/Uthpaw senior ilkh Anderson
After Bill Burns dropped a 6-3,
dominated the singles field for the’ 6-2 contest, fighter Rich Gugat.
second co nsecut ive year and staged a spectacular comeback for
teamed with Foothill transfer Rod- a 2-6. 6-2. 6-1 triumph.
ney Kul) to claim the doubles title. I
Anderson and hop had to go
three sets before gaining a 3-6,
Coaeh Rutels KrIkorlan’s top
I air nettersAnderson.
6-3, 6-4 win. and Barns slut Fred
hop,
Russell added the final Spartan
Louie
Rids NIttrio. and
tally with a 7-5, 6-11 victory.
amassed 17 points to the 13 tallied by second place Pepperdlne.
The high riding Spartans didn’t
The Waves were the last 111’.%:’ lose one set to the lowly Broncos.
team to defeat the Spartans in Murio, Burns, Gugat, and Russell
It.- tournament In 1963.
each scored easy singles triumphs,
University of San Francisco fin- and the teams of Murio-Russell and
ished third with seven points, and Louie-Gugat each registered douSanta Barbara, Santa Clara, Uni- bles ss’jns
versity of Pacific, and Loyola followed in order.
After running over foes from
UCSB and UOP, Anderson met
Spartan senior Yit Louie in IIsemi-finaLs before advancing ;;
the final round against PepperSpring water polo practice will
dine’s Paul Waters, whom he beat
wind up Friday. The final decath6-3. 6-4.
Huriti lost hls first match to lon event will be the Three-Shot
l’SF’s highly rated 11111 nisi., Accuracy test, which will take
and hop fell in the second round place this afternoon.
’I have been pleasantly surto Waters.
In the doubles action Kop and prised by the calibre of men we
Anderson coasted to the finals have on the team for the coining
Pepperdine’s season," said Spartan head water
met
they
where
Waters and Pate, the latter having polo coach Lee Walton. "Team
knocked off Murio and Louie in spirit is tremendous."
Walton, who has lost several
;;.. other semi-final match.
The Spartans promptly upped key men from last season, is in
;oir season mark to 14-3 upon the process of rebuilding for next
.nrning, nipping the University fall,
rebounding decathlon event
British Columbia Monday 6-3.
;;I blasting rival Santa Clara 6-0 was won by Joe Gotelli, who had
losilay. San Jose entertained USF 90 rebounds per minute. Steve
iloberg placed second with 86 reon the Sna.,., 1,111’
hounds per minute, and Lou Tully
scored A It.,1
,;ime in third, with 84 rebounds
Iner
Canadian Das is ti
:or minute
Keith Carpenter 6-1, 6-2 le
San
opt

are in!

se
:ED

Spring Water Polo
Ends Tomorrow

188

88

159
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Tune-ups Brakes
Curbs General Repairs
Transmissions
STUDENTS. 10", OFF WITH A.S.B CARD!

cards from

CY 2-3565

An SJS ’Stu Miller’

,

Engines

with greeting

PAUL’S

Ii 5115

c.4101.4, FOREI6N CAR SERVICE Pitching Ace Ardis

SP RIS
Show him you’re

-I’

BABY CORDS, extra comfort in

light blue cot

. . 5.00

GENUINE BLEEDING MADRAS, dozens of colorful pla

. . 8.95

coal

Student Bowling

LINEN WEAVES & SHARKSKINS, big choice solid coinrc . . 6.95

Afternoons 3 games $1.00
Evenings 40c per game
16 Clean Lanes

ASSORTED PLAIDS smvoth Da cam polyester.
&cottor . . 6.95
FEI8

DELUXE SHORTS, solid colors in 100% Arne’ triacetp

Billiards Parlor
Pool-Snookrr $1 per hour

. . 10.95

Breeze around in any of these! If funds are shortSuper/Charge!
IN SANTA CLAHA. S1LAINS CRILK PLAZA
ROOS MEZEI IN DOWNTOWN SAN 105L FIBS’ Al SAWA CLARA

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara Si,

294-7800
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Track Team Travels
To L.A. for Relays

Joe Neff and Mike Gibeau
Among Top U.S. 880 Men
By JEFF sTOCKToN
Saturday’s Coliseum Relays in
Los Angeles will witness two San
Jose State 880 men who rate
among the 111,1 iii the country.
One of these Spartans is Jo,,’
Neff
the ii? her is L1111..’5 good
friend. Mike Gibeaa.
Both will compete in the open
880 at Los Angeles against the
nation’s top college half-mile
men, including some members
State’s world
Okial
fr
,’tvord-breaking two-mile relay
team.
Last week al the West Coast
Relays in Fresno, the two competed in the SJS distance medley
relay squad. Gibeau was timed at
1:49.2 in the 880 and Neff hit
410.4 in the mile.
The tutu matters have tremendote: respect and admiration for
each other. "Alike (abeam probably is the third best runner in
the world that I know of. Peter
Snell is second." Who is first’:
"Joseph Neff," remarked Neff.
Giheati has liven plagued by his
health througload his track career 111111 this year is no exception.
Still Mike has managed to
of the fastest half -miles
run
In the nation with a 1:49.2 eltwking three weeks ago. Reeently at
Sacramento. Alike raced to a
4:014.9 mile which is the setond
fastest time ev,,r run by a SJS
trackster.

niiiiiinal freshman record at the
nod 1:50.5 halt -mile /if the year lime.
which is his all-time best.
Mike pulled a hamstring muscle
Gibeau anti Neff are both anx- during his sophomore year after
running four half -miles. Two were
iously awaiting the NCAA
in June at lierk,ley.
two 149.7’s,
Illness hit Mike again in his
Spartan einderinen will oimpete in
junior year and he LA a. never
the 880.
work111)11. to keep a mttalited
Neff, a 20-year-old r.E. major
out program. 1{111111111K
1 of
("lie should enjoy unlimited sueIlls half-miles as a member of an
eess in the long career of it, outstanding two-mile relay team,
re,," .010 ci tilheatil, thinks that
Mik,’s best was
finals
1.%
a 1:48 will 44 in the
Neff and tillwatt had remarkrs ion
II
gh "many of it,, r
able high school careers. Mike
go under that tie,:’, Ind 1114 after
won the state half-mile chamrunning several IOM’s."
pionship in 1961 and Joe took a
Neff says that "We usually worl:
third In the mile a year later.
I out together whenever he I Gibeau
Mike claims that Joe has been
makes it, but he usually comes out a constant source of inspiration to
when the coaches are ready to him. "Many times when I’m runleave."
ning poorly I watch Joseph and
Neff, a junior, attended SJS two visualize just how much a boy
Mike Gibeau, shown running a 1:49.3
COLISEUM CLASH
years ago as a freshman and then must overcome; his body? his inhalf mile it Spartan Field several weeks ago, will participate in
transferred to American River telligence? his personality? It’s
an open 880 -yard dash, along with teammate Joe Neff, at the
just amazing."
J. C. in Sacramento.
Los Angeles Coliseum Relays tomorrow.
health
Mike’s
that
believes
Neff
As a runner for the SJS frost’,
Mod,.
diet.
problem
stems
from
his
Joe recorded a 1:50.9 880 and a
Both are brilliant grabs doughnuts for breakfast
4:102 mile.
candy bar for lunch, and a pizz.:
clockings for a freshman.
for dinner."
raced
Neff
River,
American
At
"Joe is very proud to run beto best -of -life 4.115 mile, the hest
hind me because if I don’t like
junior vollege time in the nation.
his attitude I’ll kick him off the
Giheau, although a senior, has team, mime I’M 1. lilt t III n,"
The Spartan varsity and fresh- I test is scheduled to begin at 6
laughed Gibeatt.
had only one full ttack season al
Neff and Gibeau would like man-junior varsity soccer teams p.m. The varsity game will follow
SJS which was his freshman year.
While running for the SJS froth, nothing better than to win first will meet their Stanford counter-; at 8.
he was clocked in the 880 at 1:50.1, and second place for SJS in the
only two-tenths of a second off the NCAA half-mile.
_
Don’t ask the::: which one will
be first
I

Week S

or

,j

n

111:

SJS Meets Stanford
in Soccer Contest

Artist Supplies
Stock Picture Frames
Huge Selection of Pr;nts

S.

L

Since 1916
112 S. 2nd Street
and Valley Fair Center

Honor Banouet
For Judo Team

at
Grod ins.
Fresh
stock
always.
The
latest
fashions
& colors
for all
occasions.
Charge it

Mac Burton,
Jim Cadite
Lead Alumni
nheralded, uninvited Johnny
’Johnson wrote a letter and appeared for the SJS spring football
practice in 1960. Johnson immediately became a star and will
play. for the alumni in the varsityalumni game Saturday at 8 p.m.
at Spartan Field.
Johnson, who went to L.A. City
College, was small, but relied on
a quick start. Opponents feared
his defensive prowess. From his
wing position, he would intercept
a pass one play, and smash the
quarterback the next.
He scored three touchdowns
against Stanford, was Northern
California player of the week, and
lasted throughout the entire exhibition season before being cut by
the L.A. Rams.
JIM CADILE
Cathie attended San Jose High
School with Cass Jackson. He was
primarily a blocking end at SJS,
but he caught several key hook
passes, and was outstanding defensively. When drafted by the
Chicago Bears, he raised his weight
from 235 to 255. He is third guard
for the Bears.
MAC BERTON
Mac Burton attended Washington High School in San Francisco
where he was an outstanding
sprinter and broad jumper, in addition to being a football star.
In his senior year, he scored the
winning touchdown for the West
team in the East-West Shrine
Game. He was drafted by the
American football teams, but was
sel-eted by Vancouver in British
Columbia, Canada, where he was
rookie of the year.
"He had an excellent physique
for a halfback,- said Athletic Director Bob Bronzan. He used his
speed so effectively, that every
time he carried the ball, there was
a spectator’s sense he might break
away."

A hmiqUel for the four-consecutive -time national championship
SJS judo team will be held at 8
p.m. Saturday at Smorgas International, 3830 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Varsity and intermediate judokas
and their friends and relatives
are invited, according to SJS head
judo coach, Yosh Uchida.

RENT-A -TUX

The Spat tan track team will
enter ten competitors in the Coliseum Relays tomorrow, the largest
representation of any school in
the meet.
toeth the PrIr. of
"It will

admission to see Mike Gibeau anti
Joe Neff in the open titeC said
Spartan spike coach Bud Winter.
"Both have looked exceptionally
good in practice and with competition such as several members
of Oklahonut State’s world record
setting two mile relay team, I
hope they can run in the 1:98’s."
1r
Smith will run the 220,
Wayne Herman null run the
100, and both will parthipate
In the 1480 and 440 relays. The
100 yard dash e
pethors will
Durel Newman (9.2). Edwin
Roberts (9.3),
ich Stebbins
(0.2), Larry Questad (9.3).
The 220 men Smith will I
include Edwin Roberts
20,5?, Bernie Itiv,
Stebbins,
( 20.6 , Quest ad )20.6t, and Dave
Blunt 120.6). Smith has run 20.6,
so far.
A shot putter named Randy Matson will give his arm some exercise
in the meet also.
The 440 relay teams include
the Grambling (40 flat) team
which will he performing in front
of most of its nwinhers’ home
town, Southern l’niversity of
Louisiana (40 flat), New Mexico
(40.1), :QS (40.1), and world record holder Stanford, 430-7/
The mile relay teams include
Southern ,
1306 floiti Texas
Southern 0:06.61, and the University of California at Berkeley
which won last year’s NCAA in
3:07.5.
"We are going into this meet,"
said Winter, "with the idea of
making a tremendous showing.
Lester Bond and Craig Fergus will
concentrate on the triple jump.
Ken Shackelford is out for two
weeks with an ankle injury, so
Lloyd Murad will run the 880
relay.

PiKA Files Protest
In Intramural
Softball Dispute
The intramural board will decide
this week on a protest filed by
Pi Kappa Alpha as the result
an apparent misinterpretation of
ground rules.

During the PiKappa Alpha-Alpha
Tau Omega game, a player on the
ATo team lifted a high foul ball
which was ruled out of play and
a dead ball by the umpires. The
remainder of the game was played
Asrlian or Paul Beckner, left full- under protest. Since ATO ultimateALL-AMERICAN SOCCER candidate Lou Fraser will lead the
back; Hap Sermol, right fullback; ly won 6-5, the protest was filed.
Spartans tonight as they endeavor to ward off Indian medicine.
Mani Gonzales. left halfback; RichPiKA protested a game with
men, evil spirits, and arrows in the annual US-Stanford spring
ard Ruff, center halfback; Richard Sigma Epsilon earlier in the seasoccer contest at Spartan Stadium.
Howell, right wing; Lou Fraser, son. The protest was upheld, and
inside right; Earnest Kwansa, in- the two will replay the game this
parts in the annual SJS-Stanford
The lineup for the varsity will
side left; and Steve Locci, center Sunday at 2 p.m.
spring soccer contest, tonight on be:
forward.
the Spartan football field.
Hercules Mihelis, goal keeper;
A track officials nusting will
The opposition lineup will feaThe freshman -junior varsity con- Jor Sermol. right fullback; Haros
be held tonight at 7:30 at the
ture: Jim Gidwitz, goal keeper;
south campus track. All organiJim Price, right fullback; Dave
zations entering a team are reWytock, left fullback; John Brandt,
quired to send two representaright halfback; Peter Moock, left
tives to the meeting.
halfback; Dan Voyd, center halfIn other games, Sigma Pi 18,
back; Tito Bianchi, right wing;
.:st;oatra
Bill Palmer, left wing; Kernel Theta Xi 9; Sigma Alpha Epsilon
EitthlOHISS WOOTHY OF P7::
’CR e1 SOT VALUES
COM To
Kadi, inside right; Stu Bill Hul- 6. Theta Chi 2; Delta Upsilon 4,
burt, inside left; and Stu Railings, Sigma Epsilon 3; Sigma Nu 5,
Lambda Chi 1; Phi Sigma Kappa
center forward.
The Spartans overcame Menlo 6, Sigma Chi 4.
Four games were reported in
School and College, 4-0 last Saturday on the Spartan football the slow-pitch league.
Pi Kappa Alpha 8, Theta Chi
field.
Top scorer was Earnest Kwansa, 7; Delta Upsilon 9, Sigma Alpha
who scored two goals. Lou Fraser Epsilon 8; Alpha Tau Omega 9,
and Mani Gonzales each scored Sigma Alpha Mu 6; Kappa Sigma
5. Sigma Epsilon 3.
one,
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take 12
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WHEN WE HAVE A VARIETY OF
DELICIOUS FOODS TO
CHOOSE FROM?

to pay.
sloop.

8150

$295

HINT FOR A DIAMOND FROM PROCTOR’S
We have been providing engagement rings to
three generations of girls in the San Jose area.
You can buy with assurance of quality and
value when you select a ring from PROCTOR’S.
Come In and see our wonderful selection.
Prices train 5100.00.
NO MONEY DOWN

Service with Integrity

SHOP MON. THOU FRI "Ill 9.30 P.M.
SHOP MON., WED., THURS., 951. ’TIL 9:30 P.M.

67c
53c
59c
59c

Steak Sandwich
Pizza
Pastrami
Barbegue
All of our

low, low

prices !

HOLIDAY FAST SERVICE
Across from Library
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Why Settle for 15c Burgers Only

GRODINS
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91 SOUTH EMU STREET, no,....e,wn SAN JOSE
Open Monday & Thursday ail 9 p.m.... Pnrking Tickets Velidated
337 TO4N COW:TRY VatA,GE, SAN JOSE
Open Mon.. Thum. & In. all 9:90 p.m.Free Parking In Front of Moro

BURGERS

Thursday, May In, 1%5

Sky Camera Plays Part

Accountants To Meet
For Talks Saturday

In Sparrow Research
By JERRY HENRY
Where does one go to find out
how many hours the stars are visible at night?
It is probable none of our local
weather bureaus or other skywatching institutions will be able
to give a satisfactory answer, save
possibly a small group of SJS biology students.
The students, under the supervision of Dr. L. Richard Mewaldt,
SJS professor of biology, obtain information on the visibility of celestial bodies by using a special "sky
camera," which is probably the
only apparatus of its kind in the
Santa Clara Valley.
SPARROWS
Irene Brown, research associate
in zoology working on theories
concerning sparrow migration,
pointed out that in bird migration,
sparrows are probably guided on
their nation-spanning flights by
the stars.
Therefore it was necessary to
know when the night time navigators could see the stars and
when they could not, in order to
obtain accurate results from the
research project.
Dr. Mewaldt and his fellow
workers tried a wide variety of
professional weather and sky observers but none could give them
an hourly report of nocturnal
cloud cover.
The closest the researchers came
to getting the information was the
Moffett Field hourly ceilometer
reading which indicated on.iy the
percentage of cloud cover.
This did not reveal whether the
stars themselves were visible and,
worse yet, the ceilometer reading
only gave cloud information about
Moffett Field skies which could
vary greatly from the skies above
experimental sparrows caged on
the roof of the SJS science building.
However, two students in the
physics department under the direct on of Dr. Al f red W. E:inarsson,

Red Sighted
hi Viet Nam
By Deserter
SONG BE, South Viet Nam
(UPI)
A
youthful Viet Cong
deserter who tipped off the government to a major Communist
attack against this provincial capital Tuesday, said yesterday he met
a Russian correspondent in a Viet
Cong stronghold last month.
Nguyen Van Ton, 20, was one
of four Communist soldiers who
deserted their units before the
Viet Cong attack which took the
lives of five American advisers.
He said the Russian was named
Ivan Esnot, and said he was
ordered to escort the Russian on
military operations. He said he met
him In the notorious Communist
stronghold known as Zone C or
the Duong Minh Chau secret zone.
His was the first eyewitness
report of any Russians with the
Viet Cong in South Viet Nam.
Ton also reported seeing Australian writer Wilfred Burchett,
a well known Communist journalist and a French woman he identified as Madeleine Riffaud.
He said he had not seen or heard
of any Chinese with the Viet Cong.

SJS professor of physics, came
the aid of the biologists by designing a sky camera.
The camera, modified by Dr.
Mewaldt’s assistants and made operational in April of 1964, is merely a war surplus 35 mm camera.
mounted on a tripod and aimed
down into a hemispherical mirror.
The mirror reflects a 360-degree
image of the sky from horizon to
horizon and the camera, rigged
with a special timing device, automatically snaps a photograph of
the mirror every half-hour all
through the night.
STAR PICTURE
Luke Lucich, biology graduate
student in charge of maintaining
and operating the camera, said the

Bonn -Israeli
Diplomatic Ties
Stir Arabs
BONN (UPI) West Germany
and Israel will establish diplomatic
relations Thursday, a Bonn government spokesman said Wednesday.
The announcement is expected
to trigger a break in relations
with West Germany by at least
nine of the 13 members of the
Arab League.
Iraq severed relations Wednesday, according to a Baghdad radio
broadcast, in anticipation of the
announcement of Israeli -West German relations.
The United Arab Republic,
Saudi Arabia, Syria. Lebanon,
Jordan, Algeria, the Yemen and
the Sudan have indicated they will
take the same action following
the formal announcement Thursday.
Tunisia, Morocco and Libya are
expected to maintain rclai ions with
Bonn, although ambassadors may
be withdrawn and embassies left
in charge of a minister of lower
rank. Kuwait dates not have diplomatic representation in Bonn.
A government spokesman said
a break in relations by Arab state;
in retaliation for Bonn’s decision
to normalize relations with Israel
would be regretted and considered
unjustified here.
The Israeli -German agreements
are to be announced simultaneously in Bonn and Jerusalem Thursday, the spokesman said. A joint
communique and an exchange of
letters by Chancellor Ludwig Erhard and Israeli Premier Levi
Eshkol will be released at that
time.

unique device serves the research
project in three ways: it allows
I the investigators to know exactly’
when the sparrows can and cannot see the stars; the exact appearance of cloud cover as the
birds see ; and the type of Weftthey occuring during various periods in the night.
Lucich interprets and develops
the film and then turns the information over to Mrs. Brown who
correlates the material with information of sparrow activity. The
birds are housed in circular cages
equipped with eight perch bars,
each corresponding to a given direction.
A special electronic device wired
to each of the perch bars records
the amount of activity of the sparrows and the direction which tho
bird tends to favor.
By comparing the sky films with
the movement charts, Mrs. Brim as
aid co-workers can learn what
effects the appearance of the stars
has upan the activity and directional preference of the birds during the migratory period.

Circle K Club
Elects Officers
Circle K Club, men’s servh o
organization, has elected Bill 11;h
ton as the fall president and M,
Gonsalves and Jim Salo as sic, presidents.
Other officers include Steve 31d11 I
son, treasurer; Frank Purdy,
rotary; and Al Agrest, Andy 1\1,
Donald, Bob Stevens, and
Wong, board of directors.

democratic and academic was the
MATCHING IDEAL both
challenge offered by SJS President Robert D. Clark to an
audience of 1,000 honor students, parents, faculty and collegians
yesterday at the morning Honors Convocation in the Home
Economics patio garden. Pres. Clark, a leading innovator of
honors programs, advocated curriculum to test all potentials
and motivate top students.

\

:Gooditich

LONDON (UPI)
British
Prime Minister Harold Wilson said
yesterday he still plans a government takeover of steel despite dissension in the ruling Labor party.
Labor party sources said Wilson
has told the Laborites to "stop
giving the Tory press and Tory
backbenchers the opportunity of
spreading stories of confusions, disunity or witch hunts."
In his first intervention in the
hassle. Wilson denied newspaper
reports that Deputy Premier
George Brown had been forced
to apologize to a cabinet meeting
yesterday for a statement that
started the row.
Brown had told Labor rebels
Woodrow Wyatt and Desmond
Donnelly that the government
would "listen" to alternative proposals on the steel issue.
A white paper containing the
nation’s biggest steel firms was
approved a week ago by a narrow
vote margin in the House of
Commons.
Opponents of nationalization had’
seized at the hint of Labor party
disunity in an attempt to embarrass the government and block
the steel takeover, planned for
later this year.
Two right wingers who threat -

Convenient
B.F.GOODRICH STORE

Your

WWI

701 So, 1st St.

r

ened to vote against the measure
changed their minds at the last
minute and voted for the government in the debate on the steel
proposals when Brown said he
would listen to ideas for less than
100 per cent public ownership.

D. Clark addressing the conference, and Dr. James Bosco, associate professor of physical education, will speak on "Physical Fitness of the C.P.A."
The last speaker will be Norman
A. Zilber. as San Francisco attorney, speaking on "Uniform Commercial Code."
Tickets for the event are $7.50
for practitioners and $3 for students and faculty, and are available from any professor in the
Accounting Depa Orient

Former Premier
Opposes French,
Lauds Viet Stand
NEW YORK (UPI,
Former
French Premier Paul Reynaud
Wednesday strongly endorsed U.S.
policies in Viet Nam and the
Dominican Republic which President Charles de Gaulle opposes.
Reynaud, an independent, told
newsmen after he arrived aboard
the liner France, "I don’t come
here to criticize President De
Gaulle’s policy. I do that at home.
I came to see for myself how the
American people and its leaders
react to present French foreign
policy."
Reynaud said he would spend
two weeks in New York and Washington on a private visit. While
in the capital, he said, he may
meet President Johnson if an appointment can be arranged

Make Your Reservations Now
Box Office Now Open for:

MY FAIR LADY
by Lerner and Loewe

A Production of the Drama and Music Depts.
Runs May 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 29, and
Matinees May 22, May 29 ... 2 P.M.
Theatre
SJSC Students 75c

College

Open

Boa Off ice stir and
1-5 p.m.

Curtain 1315 p.m.
$1.50 General
San Fernando Sts.
Phone 294-6414

paw,.

Traditional

Shops

HI
BOY
SHIRTS
For die man who dcw.oels at 4.
foriahle .mart look in hi, summer
wardrobe, the shirt to choose is

Hi Boy.
The newest in shirt fashion, contoured cut sport shirts tailored of
luxurious broadcloth in ciiher

4 fors
"BIG EDGE"
Retreadsown tires
own bodies
Silvertsave
at an sew

Have

The Seventh Annual SJS Business Division’s Accounting Conference will be held Saturday from
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the lecture
hall of the Engineering Building.
The conference is presented by
the San Jose Chapter of the California Society of Certified Public
Accountants and the Accounting
Department of the Sn’s Business
Division.
Clair W. Janes, C.P.A., associate
professor of business and president of the San Jose chapter, will
be the moderator of the event.
Dr. Milburn D. Wright, Dean
of the Business Division will extend the greetings.
Dr. Wayne S. Boutell, C.P.A.,
assistant dean of the school of
business at the University of California, will speak on "Recent Developments in Data Processing.
He will be followed by Alfred
L. Hunt, C.P.A., who will speak
on "How to Conduct a Cost Reduction Engagement."
A luncheon will be held in the
cafeteria, with President Robert

’Laborites Receive
Rebuke From Wilson

AWS "Weigh -Out" dance is can- ,
celled for Saturday night due to
financial reasons. This dance
be held next spring, according
Linda McClure, AWS president.
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Luke Lucich, SJS graduate student in
EYE ON THE SKY
biology, focuses the sky camera on a hemispherical mirror which
reflects an image of the entire sky back into the camera lens.
The instruments, located on the roof of the Science Building,
are used by zoology researchers to photograph the night sky.

Dance Cancelled

Be Smart

SPARTAN; BAIIA-7

11:Pataft
Tradifional Shops
Valley Fair

2801 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
127 So. First St. (Downtown)

795-8968

Late for Class? We Will Park It for You
MMIMAMIIPPAIIIN=OMMIONI

ArPi To March
In Leukemia Drive
Sunday, 5 to 9 p.m.

Student Strawberry
Artist ’Pickers Needed:
House ’90 Cents a Crate’

Thursdny May

it-litTARTAN MILT

" 1"r

Works of Professional
On Display at Sorority

i;,t.r sorirrity house. Ihi S. 11111
artist, sculptor, and photographer, . Street, Sunday.
will he KJ-town at the Gamma Phi
Mrs. Cross was a recent guest
on the "Today" television show.
She is currently preparing to open
a gallery in Burlingame.
A larger collection of her work
Tickets are available for Aero is presently being presented at
Crash, an annual Aeronautics De- Yale and Harvard Universities and
partment steak barbeque, to be University of North Carolina.
held Srindiry at New Brighton
Within the last year, Mrs. Cross
Stilt’ lOch n Saida Croz.
has been honored by the "NewsTaloa, to.’ Ire purchased fishy Call Bulletin" in San Francisco,
thotimli Friday it Illy Student "New York Times," and "House
Affairs Bestiatss Office, 111, and Beautiful."
the Aerial:attics I.Tepartment OfThe showing Sunday is open to
fice.
x1,5o
All
aeronattties
majors
and the community, students and fac-

Aeronautics Dept
To Hold Bar-B-Que

guests are invited to t he barheque. ulty, with no admission charged.

ge a tti
1

Students interested in working
in Salinas on weekends, one day
per weekend or by other arrangements, picking strawberries, may
sign up at the Placement Center,
A1DM234 today.
The job will begin on Friday
and transportation to and from
Salinas will be provided, with a
hits leaving from Campbell and
Bethany in Santa Clara at 6 a.m.
The job will pay cash daily, at
$.90 per crate picked. The em
ployer has stated that two crates
per hour or more may be picked.
Students signing up today will
be indicating to the employer thin!
they will go, allowing him to
provide sufficient transportation.

International Ball
Tickets On Sale

V Care

African Students,
Soviets, Denounce
Negro Diplomat

JAMES LEIGH
. . . Phelan dinner speaker

combat leukemia, cancer of the
raise money to combat leukema,
cancer of the blood.
The drive, sponsored by television star Danny Thomas, will specifically benefit St. Jude Hospital,
a non-sectarian hospital devoted to
caring for young leukemia victims.
MOSC’OW (UPI)
Soviet propAEITi representatives will visit
sororities, fraternities and other agandists yesterday marshalled a
campus living centers.
number of African students to de-

Author To Speak
At Phelan Awards

The prize money is offered by
More than :Slim in prize money
ss
he aviarded Friday night at the San Jose English Department
Ii," annual Phelan Literary Awards for the outstandnig entries in the
All %%ark done by qualified
1i
’rickets for an Intermit in p
lumariet or he held at 6:30 p.m. in contest. The money originally
stuileill, tinder -uper%ision
came from a $10,000 bequest made
Ball to lie hell in San Fran,’ ni the eafeicri
to S.IS by the late Senator James
on Saturday, May 22, from 9 p.m.
D. Phelan.
to 1 a.m. at the Sheraton Palace
I I I\
\
I.i’tTY
I totel may he purchased for $1
Speaking at the dinner will be
per couple in the office of the
James Leigh, S.JS graduate and
295.4516
’,IA handl I it’d !1
foreien strident adviser, ADM201.
atithor of the recently published
Sites en E. Ames, San Jose State nrwel. ’What Can You Do?"
While at S.IS, Leigh edited the
minor has been named winner of
a $200 journalism scholarishp -Reed" and was the winner of
owarded by the Contra Costa Phelan Awards in 1956 and 1957.
Press Club.
After leaving San Jose State, he
Stanford University as
\toes. a journalism major, lives at
_ .
.1 111? S. 10th Street. He is on SJS’s first Wood row Wilson
----- -- - - ir=-isr=
-1 .:.1 ,." staff as salesman and phoFellow. In 1962, his then unpubSUMMER RATES - r ,,, , ...1 12 A ’
pEwpI IL r
i luertipher and also is employed by lished novel won the Joseph Henry
__.
, :-’7st cru7i I l’I ghts
Jackson Awa:d.
I the San Jose Mercury,
SUMMER RATES
SALE
Yr ctRD 2 dr. Hdtp. Clean. Runs WI! I. From $45 per rn ,, ,,,,..inq and ep6-I
’rhe award was presented two
Sttidents and faculty members
se,’ 286 4135.
Cull Jan Barrow ,, to to 486 S. 10th weeks ago it it dinner climaxine
he banquet
I Bile. $20. J ie 2vz 94014.
Planoi tie to all end
t
THE TOWER Ll
Mir Itth mutual contra
in
the Fine tiekets
perebase
inay
Bd
hURN. APT. near the Alamndc - 3
NATURE BC’
lt,titute ea-stionsoriii
4111 R. Guye,
115. 1 bd. $79. Spacious. 291.7900 or
I wominient office, F0102.
,ond. muo. .11
.
’I rib and the Contra
1 22/9102
UMOC: :5 HERE
I is $2 per person.
The
I
".1, NC IOUS I bdrrn. apts. now ban
. it 439 S. 4th. 2 baths, elect
5,11grotkirACTIlli
ar, soundproofing. large closet,
4Eerier! for 3 Res. now for fall 286
COLLEGE STUDENTS
,. Now inter.,
,segor limited men this campus.,
-Non k in major No. Calif. cities for fac- SUMMER RATES - Apts. 11/2 blks. to
o,, representative of Domestic & For- .3.1S. 1 & 2 bdtm., 2 bath, w/w
igr AA.A1 Co For icterurew error% elect, kit. wyrbar, outside balcony. 460
.’
S. 4th 298.3377.
356-1263.
Hurd
’nets & runs
’60 SPRITE
WASHINGTON i UPD - The Robert J. McCloskey said no one
SINGLES - $35 & up. TV, kit. & show.
PART TIME
M4st sell before
with a formula
ors. 723 S. 3rd St. Males.
United States expressed hope yes- had yet come up
4 234, E,-.41 Rel 332 after 7. ’ Now interviewing men for work, eves
for an interim regime which would
1 Le s off. Work consists of calling on
’54 PLY - R. H. 575. Good ’running con. ,y blished customers in local sales HOUSE for 5.6 serious, responsible men. terday that a "broadly based" in- operate pending elections.
-r62_N
Sr. 286.911,4
,ou to Ora 18 part time men averaged 5150/summer, $192/fa11. 12 mo, lease terim government could be formed
preferred. 297-4604,
’57 FORD CONV. -- Auto Best otfe!131 7 per hr. last mo. Cell ONLY bein the Dominican Republic.
4.:een 6 & B p.m. EVENINGS. 377.3430 A,ous. 1954466.
HEATED POOL
52..14
The implication was that the
I & 2 (Arm. apts. Summer rates
’55 BSA
2’4J , E.. runn.nq cond COUNSELOR POSITIONS-Santa Cr,,; Furn.
$90 to $105. For Fall $110 to $130. 121 State Department did not believe
A
1.
..,--, S. 1001. #0 194-7193 Mt. area Boys Camp, June 26-Aug. 7
N. 8th, Apt. 1, 297-5203.
either of two contending regime 1 d . R&H. auto, tr t-,ce opportunity for summer funiesperi
’55 PONT,AC
once. Good Food, modest pay. 266-5672 ROOMS with kitchen privileges. Special in Santo Domingo filled the bill.
.:
79 ’6661, Ron.
.
.
-- or app
m.
.
midterm & summer rates. $24.50 per tno Asked about this, a department
9.
41. E,ellent con.
’64 HONDA
spokesman said this us is a "fair
MAN WANTED - Over 21. Must have 47 S. 8th. See Mr. Farrell.
driver’s license. Soft drink & ice cream MARRIED or conscientious single adult conclusion."
A summer conference will be
P 1
, t..
’64 VW
Best ..,tndinq truck route. Avail, from appros
(urn,
I
bdirn.
Wtr./gar. pd. $85
Quiet,
So far, the United States has held Aug. 29 to Sept. 4 at the
4don to 8 eve. $8.00 + comm. Apply 33 S. 6th. 262-2779,
not recognized either a rebel "gov- University of California at BerkeFOR SALE
60
$200 ’offer. Signal Service. 4th & Julian, Mr. Ed- FURN. ROOMS - Male students, kit.
wards. 1Relief man 1 or 2 days wk. also
ernment" headed by Col. Fran- ley under the sponsorship of the
t.
4 290.3537
priv. No smoking or drinking, $10 Si $16.
wanted.)
cisco Caamano Deno or a five-man National Student Christian FedNew trIns. &
57 OLDS
C. -i.e.
293-3088.
A,1, 6 293-I858. Les. SUMMER EXCITEMENT AND MONEY SUMMER LARGE DUPLEX - 4-5 girls, military civilian junta headed oy eration I NSCFI.
our
top
executives
started
with
01
Son,
57 CHPY
cl 2 d Hdtr,
patio. barbecue. $120 per mo. Quiet. Brig. Gen. Antonio Imbert BarThe conference, co-sponsored by
company while going thru college. 644 S. Ilth St. 286.2255.
rera. Diplomatic sources here were the local Protestant Ecumenical
_r c’inci, commissions are the highY A M AH A
SUMMER
&
FALL
RENTALS
Furn.
2
of
possibility
talking about the
.. te field. Pert time representatives
CoUncil, concerns urbanization and
exrn $120 weekly and higher. Earn- bdrm. apts. $80-$100 summer, $164 fall trying to bring about a coalition. 20th century man, and is entitled
V.W
(or the summer can exceed $2 000 351 S. 11th. Mgr.. #6. 298-3494.
officer
press
State Department
"Called to Be Human."
si can gain valuable business esperi LOW SUMMER RATES - I. 2, & 3
ci for your future and earn good lithm. Furs. Apts, Jo -Mar Hall, 467 S
Keynote speaker will be Dr.
11th
Som.!,
Hall
8917,
i_ce,.
8th.
297
65
Part or full time Men & Women
S.
54 HLALY
Harvey Cox, theologian in resi,..iec,iew call 295-5545 or write 431 CLOSE TO COLLEGE - Clean 4 ror
dence and professor of theol ,tsx.
11,/ ,I.arn St., Rm. 104, Mr. Perry. Com,.
isr irred students or
,
for interview 9.2 Daily.
and culture at Andover-Neyitlirs
, No unL .1-0. or pets. F. Jenks.
Rosemarie Pichichero recently Theological Seminary,
295-72P’ ’
HASHER Morn. & Eves.
IDEAL - I Ldrirri. Over 21. Married received a $200 California Senior
WEDDING
r_,, 529.
Dr. Cox is the author of many
HOUSING 15)
,
grad. students. 467 Dietetic Award for her outstand- books including his newest, "Se- ,.s. 295-0946.
,
ing scholarship and interest in cular City."
TRAILER
’-.13 Flamicgo, 8,40, in park SUMMER RENTALS - New Apts., 635
EICHLER TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE
$955. 295-0187 aft. 5:3(
Ith. $30 per mo. 295-4414,
4 bea
,
ba.. 2 landscaped patios. dietetics and nutrition at a CaliONE AND TWO bedroom apts. Now Drps.. po.4 Coop. ’at advent. No main! fornia Dietetic Association lunchrig. Summer rates. 523 E. Read St.. $1000 down. 244-5114 or campus 2620. eon in San Diego.
57 TR CYCLE
Twin curbs, rebuilt
’ 4 295-4987.
Pre-registtation fer all students
The award was contributed by
NOW RENTING for summer, quiet bldg.
LOST AND401101t1:161
the Tiedemann and McMorran planning to take fall classes in
MARTIN
,r. 1 yr. old. $175
& 2 bdrm, apts., lure. $75 to $100.
the Foreign Languages DepartManager, 547 S. I 1th, apt. #4, 295- FOUND: Cigarette purse with ring in. Company.
Miss Pichichero will intern at ment will be held on May 26, 27
2 MEN S 26" 3 -.44_ bkes - $20. $15. 8101.
side. Identify. 625 S. 10th. #3.
-dr_$35. 286.6953.1 MEN’S APP. APT. for fall. W/pool, w/w
the University of California Hos- and 28. Students should register
BIKE
1’
’,1, $60 6
, all elec. kitchen. Near SJS. Yr.
PERSONALS
pital in San Francisco for a 12 In rooms 2A and 5A of Build. $480. Ph. 286,539H.
ing N.
month period.
WHO IS DOC SAVAGE?
LIFE INSURANCE: Call Bob Friedman.
\
.
CIA IRE 1-1()TEI. Pill. -I
S
udent.ai Ins. Co.. 248.3235,
Low. low prices

i

coLLEGE

Spartaguide

TODAY:
SEE, 11 a.m.. Seventh Street.
Faculty’ and student rally.
Baptist Student Union, 7:30 p.m..
Memorial Chapel. Film, "BSU ActiVitiCti."
The ladies of Alpha Epsilon Phi
Millet 8:30 and 9:30 a.m., Col.
will take part in a nationwide
to
drive Sunday from 5 to 9 p.m.

SJS Journalism
Major Wins $200

Sp4:urtan Daily Classified

State Dept. Expresses Hope
For Broad Dominican Gov’t
NSCF To Lead
Summer Confab
On Urbanization

Spartan Wins $200
Calif. Dietetic Award

lege Union. Modern Hebrew Iangtiage classes.
Folk Music Slab, 730 p.m., Al Meeting to set up May 19
concert. Make posters and sing
songs.

no.

SEE, 3:30 p.m., ED100. Approval
of constitution.
social Work Club "Extenders"
group, 3:30 p.m., CH166.
AWS Judicial Board, 4 p.m., College Union,
Homecoming Committee, 2:30
p in., Industrial Arts conference
room, left of main entrance to
buildin g. President Clark will
speak.

Arab-AmerIcan Club, 4 p.m.,
nounce Norris D. Garnett, a U.S. CH162. Modern Arabic language
class.
Negro diplomat expelled Tuesday
Strident Math society, 7 pm ,
on charges of recruiting young
ED107. Math clinic.
Africans as spies.
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., CH166.
One Kenya studen t. Omar
Nassro, wrote in the trade union Pledges meet at 6 p.m.
newspaper Trud that some members of the American Embassy
"nudge students to break Soviet
laws and engage in dirty dealings."
Nigerian student Dennis Modebe
denounced Garnett after criticizing
him Tuesday night over Moscow
television.

Chl Sigma Epsilon, secretarial
honorary society, 3:30 p.m., E34613.
Election of officers.
TOMORROW:

Student Math Soriety, 4 p.m ,
ED241. Dr. Robert DeVore, assistant professor of mathematics,
speaks on "Fundamental Domain
"Among the arsenal of poisons
for Groups of Modular Tranforthe American agent Garnett had
ma t ions."
was blackmail, bribery, slander,
Chess Club, 2:30 p.m., H17.
and treacherous traps and he
would not let the victim go," MoHome Economics Club, 9 10 11
debe said in the youth newspaper a an., HI. Coffee hour.
Komsomol Pravda.
International Student OrganizaGarnett, 32, of Los Angeles, tion, 3:30 p.m., cafeteria A and B.
who speaks the African Swahili Nominations for officers for fall,
language, denied the charges.
followed by a soccer match against
Garnett was not identified as a the Arab-American Club, on the
Negro in the press articles. He field behind the foreign languages
took the attacks in stride and said building.
he planned to leave the Soviet
International Student Center, 8
Union toward the end of the week. min., 285 S. Ma rke I. "Ghana
Demonstration of folk
Diplomatic obseners said the Night."
Soviet Union had apparently called dance, piano music, and a talk on
on the African students to de- development of Ghana, presented
nouncu Garnett because his expul- by student, from that country.
sion might focus attention on restiveness known to exist among some
African students here.

Address Change

Graduating students who have
changed their address since Spring
registration may file a change of
address card in the Registrar’s
Office, ADM102, windows 5 or 7,
Undeigraduate home economics in order to have diplomas mailed
directly to the proper address.
majors and minors are requested
by that department to arrange
(PAID ADVERTISEMENT)

Home Ec Dept.
To Hold Pre Reg
conferences

with

their

advisers

during May 24 to June 2. Sign-up
sheets indicating times when advisers will be available are posted
on their office doors,

k.

POWDERPUFF
BASEBALL

Pre-registration for Home Economics classes for fall semester is
scheduled for June 3, from 9 a.m,
to noon in H5. Pre-registration is
open to majors who have had a
conference with advisers and have
adviser’s signature on the class
list, and to minors with contract’,

the
sta
an
fac
1

73rd Old Settler’s Celebration

CAMPBELL

W,

featuring

lEer

Pre-Registration

buy, sell, rent or
announce anything.
rTo
just fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Send to: Spartan
Daily CLASSIFIEDS.
1206. San lose State
College, San lose 14,
Calif

CHECK A
CI ASSIF !CATION

CLASSIFIED RATES

Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

One time Three times
50c a line 25c a !Me

Five limes
20c a line

lines
lines
lines
lines

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

.50

.75

1.00

Print your ad here:
(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)

SERVICES 181
i AUTO INSURANCE for students. Chet
’Bailey. 286-5386. 449 W. San Carlos.

EXPERIENCED Fraternity cook. Ameri
anHungarian food. CV 5-7800, Mrs
Gardner,

MWF 9:30-3:30
Name
Run Ad

Address
_ -

Starting Date

(No. of days) Enclose $

Phone

Campbell Ave. at Harrison St.

TRANSPORTATION 191

Call at

T-Th 10:30-3:30
Send in handy order blank. Enclose
cash or check. Make check out to
Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414. Eat. 2464

Rides
hill Stands
Fond Stands

May 13 thin 16

EXPERT TYPING - Hour/page. Elect.
.ype. 245.7999, Sunnyvale area.

Classified Adv. Office - J206

Great Westerns Slim% s
CARNIVAL

TYPING-All kinds. IBM electric. Work
maranteed. Jo Vine, 378-8577,

To place an ad:

Pc
by

Thrill Rides
kiddie

TYPING - Term papers, thesis, etc
Pica electric. 243-6313.

NEED RIDE to Seattle June 10. Laurie.
777 7167
WANTED: Female rider to New England. Leaving about June 19. Share seri
tsenses & driving. 297-1836.

Announcements (1)
Automotive 121
for Sale (3)
Help Wanted (4)
Housing (5)
. Lost and Found (6)
L Personals (7)
Li Services (8)
ljj Transportation (9)

tile B UFFET

13E
of
lor
hi
ste

Open from 4:00 p.m. until late p.m. Thurs. & Fri.

Walk in now for
Hofbrau Style Food-Moderate Pi ices
Roast Eastern lien(
1.50
gash; Baked flam
1.50
kosher Styli’ Corned Beef
1.50
Roast Tom Turkey
1.50
Chicago Style Pastrami .
130
Roast Turkey Leg ....... ........................
1.45
- COMBINATION PLATES Any 2 meats $1.75
Any 3 meats $2.00
Slab of nutty Swiss cheese .35
orders include choice of Salad, Barbequed Beans,
or Macaroni, Bread and Butter
Visit the Gas Lite for Fun. Banquet Facilities 5 to 700.
Ballroom Leasing. Rooms from $85 Per Month.

SAN CARLOS at MARKET STS.
Located in the Saint Claire Hotel

CY 5-2626

Open from 10:00 a.m. until late p.m. Saturday
Open from 12:00 moon until late pan. Sunday

See and Ritie

The new Flying Geranium
The Giant Mixer
The Paratrooper
The Round Up
and many others

VISIT THE WITCH’S CASTLE

